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Project Summary 
The Net100 project was motivated by complaints from computational scientists and researchers at 
DOE laboratories who were frequently unable to transfer data across the country at appropriate 
available bandwidth rates. Many high-performance distributed computing applications transfer 
large volumes of data over wide area networks and require data rates on the order of gigabits per 
second. Even though Internet backbone speeds have increased considerably in recent years, 
distributed applications are rarely able to take full advantage of these new high-capacity 
networks. The goal of the Net100 project was to try to improve the network performance of 
scientific applications without requiring the intervention of a network expert. The main objective 
was to have the operating system dynamically tune network flows so the application and the 
scientist would not have to be network-aware. The Net100 project sought to accomplish this by 
augmenting the tools and technology developed as a part of the NSF-sponsored Web100 project.  
 
 
Project Activities 
The method used to construct a network-aware operating system consisted of three major 
components: an instrumented UNIX kernel, TCP protocol accelerants and network probes and 
monitors. 
 
Kernel Modifications 
The Linux kernel was modified to both monitor and tune TCP flows on an individual flow basis. 
Several TCP modifications were added to the Linux kernel based on our own protocol research 
and on work by Feng, Floyd, Kelly and others. A collection of network probes and sensors using 
tools developed by the Net100 team and others collects information on network paths on a 
periodic basis. These path metrics are used by the Net100 tuning daemon to tune TCP flows. 
 
Web100 
The Web100 project was an NSF funded collaboration between the Pittsburgh Supercomputing 
Center (PSC), the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and The National Center 
for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA). The Web100 vision was to enable users running 
ordinary applications on typical workstations to either saturate a workstation bottleneck or 
completely fill a network link. For the Net100 project, this vision was extended to make it easy 
for Department of Energy scientists to effectively use available bandwidth over high speed, long 
delay networks. 
 



Web100 kernel extensions provide detailed TCP performance statistics through an enhanced 
standard “Management Information Base” (MIB) for TCP. This MIB uses TCP’s ideal vantage 
point to provide statistics for diagnosing performance problems in both the network and the 
application. The Net100 tuning daemon uses the Web100 TCP MIB to collect the necessary 
information from active flows to perform its workarounds. 
 
 
Network Tool Analysis Framework (NTAF) 
To provide tuning data for specific network paths, the Net100 project team developed a 
framework for running network test tools and storing the results in a database, which is called the 
Network Tool Analysis Framework (NTAF). The NTAF manages and runs a collection of 
network probes and measurement tools with all results sent to an archive. This allowed us to 
compare the results of various TCP modifications and various bandwidth estimation techniques 
over multiple paths to see how the results vary over time. Results are cached and can be queried 
via a client API. Data collected by the network tools includes Web100 variables. 
 
NTAF servers and tuning daemons were initially deployed on hosts at Oak Ridge National Lab 
(ORNL), Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL), National Energy Research Scientific Computing 
center (NERSC), Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center (PSC), and National Center for Atmospheric 
Research (NCAR). Later in the project, other researchers installed Net100 nodes at University of 
Tennessee, CERN, Amsterdam, SLAC, and ANL. Part of our research included evaluating 
network measurement tools. We use NTAF to run the following tests: ping, pipechar, iperf 
(instrumented to collect Web100 information), GridFTP, netest, and a CPU and memory sensor 
based on procinfo. In our current implementation of the tuning daemon, the NTAF provides TCP 
socket buffer sizes for a path based on pipechar data (round trip time and bottleneck bandwidth). 
 
Protocol Research and TCP tuning 
The Web100 kernel modifications were extended as part of this research to permit tuning more 
than just TCP’s send and receive buffers. The Net100 extensions also allowed us to tune TCP’s 
slow-start and choose among several algorithms for tuning TCP’s additive increase and 
multiplicative decrease (AIMD) to speed recovery from loss. We can also regulate packet bursts 
and reordering threshold and disable delayed ACKs. 
 
We developed a tuning daemon, or “work-around daemon” (WAD), to apply these new tuning 
options to designated TCP flows. The daemon has a configuration file that specifies what flows 
(source, source port, destination, destination port) are eligible for tuning. The configuration entry 
for a tunable flow also includes some static tuning parameters (mode, max ssthresh, AIMD 
parameters, reordering threshold, etc). 
 
When a new connection event from the kernel awakens the daemon, the daemon checks the 
configuration file to see if it is a tunable flow. For tunable flows, the configuration file indicates if 
the static values in the table are to be used or if dynamic tuning from the NTAF is requested. The 
tuning requires Net100 kernel modifications, but requires no changes to existing network 
applications. 
 
In summary, the Net100 implementation provides several novel approaches to improving network 
performance. Detailed TCP performance on individual flows can be collected by the Net100 
kernel and used with tuning data from distributed network probes and sensors to actively tune a 
flow. The tuning can improve legacy applications with no changes to the application itself. 
Tuning can be done on path characteristics and/or policy decisions. The result is an adaptable, 
high performance TCP protocol. The results of our Net100 project have improved network 



performance over high speed, long delay networks. We believe the Net100 project has met 
project milestones and exceeded expectations. 
 
 
Site-specific Project Activities 
 
LBL 
LBL designed and deployed the data collection portion (NTAF) of the Net100 project. LBL 
developed the database schemas and web-based retrieval software for interrogating and plotting 
the Web100 data collected from the Net100 nodes deployed across the world. The LBL team 
designed the interface that allows the network tuning daemon to retrieve current path 
characteristics from the NTAF database.  LBL also designed a Python version of the WAD that 
incorporated equation-based tuning parameters. The NTAF research also included the 
deployment and evaluation of numerous network-probing utilities. LBL’s Netlogger was used by 
the project to collect additional NTAF data and to fully characterize application bottlenecks. The 
LBL team also worked with the Globus/GridFTP developers to see how GridFTP might utilize 
Net100. For details on past and ongoing Net100 work at LBNL see www-didc.lbl.gov/net100.  
 
ORNL  
The ORNL Net100 project team focused on TCP protocol accelerants. The ORNL team added 
event notification to the Web100 Linux kernel extensions, which permits the Net100 tuning 
daemon (WAD) to dynamically tune network applications. The ORNL team has used ns- 2 
simulations and a NISTNet emulation test bed in its TCP protocol evaluations. The ORNL team 
also developed a TCP-over-UDP protocol that allowed fast deployment and evaluation of TCP 
extensions, even on systems where kernel modifications were not allowed. ORNL has worked 
with the other collaborators in collecting and evaluating network data on real data transfers for 
climate and the HPSS storage systems at ORNL and NERSC. ORNL also added TCP Vegas to 
the Net100 kernel as a tunable option. Test and evaluation of the Vegas modifications is on going. 
ORNL also ported the Net100 kernel to the Cray X1 and the SGI Altix, which resulted in a 4x 
improvement in wide-area network throughput for these supercomputers. ORNL also worked 
with the other collaborators on developing a lighter-weight tuning daemon (no NTAF attachments 
and default settings that should provide high throughput). Details of ORNL’s Net100 work is 
provided at www.csm.ornl.gov/dunigan/net100/ 
 
PSC  
PSC prepared the Net100 proposal, project reports, posters and provided overall project 
management.  The PSC Net100 research team also worked on pushing the Net100/Web100 kernel 
into the standards track and has been working with vendors to incorporate the kernel 
instrumentation into other operating systems. PSC coordinated kernel extensions provided by the 
other collaborators and has added an automatic TCP tuning feature to the Net100/Web100 kernel. 
PSC also developed several network diagnostic tools that utilize the Web100 instrumentation. 
PSC evaluated the TCP Vegas modifications for inclusion in the production distribution of 
Web100. The PSC team is working with the Linux developers to include portions of Web100 in 
the next major Linux release. PSC has also been negotiating with CalTech to get FAST included 
as a Net100 tuning option. PSC developed and maintains the main project website 
(www.net100.org) that describes the project and its accomplishments.  
 
 
 
 



 
 
Project Dissemination and Outreach 
The Net100 project disseminated information to the DOE scientific community and the network 
research community through the Net100 web pages (www.net100.org), seminars, technical 
reports, journal articles, and conference presentations.  
 
The Linux kernel modifications and Net100 tools are open-source and are being utilized at both 
national laboratories and university research institutions all around the world. Similarly, the 
Net100 bandwidth testing tool that runs from any web browser is also used all over the world, 
receiving over 120,000 visits since the project started. This tool was also the basis for the network 
diagnostic tool developed at Argonne National Lab. 
 
We have described Net100 both to the operational network community through ESnet and 
Internet2 meetings, as well as to the network research and scientific communities. We have had 
direct involvement with the SciDAC astrophysics and climate modeling applications group and 
with the high-energy physics data grid projects. Net100 has been used to help profile, debug and 
tune various high bandwidth transatlantic links between the US and the CERN, Switzerland that 
are part of the EU DataTAG project. We have also collaborated with grid middleware research 
projects; in particular, we have focused on applying Net100 to gridFTP. 
 
We have had extensive interaction with key network protocol research groups around the world. 
We have used our Net100 tools and test beds to implement TCP extensions suggested by Sally 
Floyd, Tom Kelly, Wu Feng, and the CalTech FAST group. Our tuning daemon permits us to 
easily select a particular TCP variant for a specified path and compare the behavior of the TCP 
variants. 
 
The Net100 team also worked with the network tools and measurement projects at Internet2 and 
SLAC. Net100 instrumentation can provide information beyond bits/second to the network 
measurement projects. Network measurements can be made smarter and less obtrusive by using 
the Net100 instrumentation. Results from using NTAF to run pathrate and pathload and nettest 
over a variety of paths have provided valuable feedback to the developers of those tools, allowing 
them to greatly improve their accuracy.  
 
We have worked with the national laboratories in trying to speed up wide-area HPSS/HSI 
transfers between large computing centers. We have had discussions with the IBM’s AIX 
network group about incorporating the Net100 kernel modifications. Linux developers have 
invited theWeb100/Net100 teams to contribute to the Linux 2.6 release. The Web100 project is 
presently working on a port of Web100 to FreeBSD. This will permit porting Net100 to other 
operating systems more easily. We continue our efforts to move the Web100 MIB through the 
IETF standards process. 
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